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This report constitutes e brrief revieu of he work underteken, entirely

or in part, under the Contract AT(30-:)-"772 with the Uited States Atomic

Energy Cemmission

The work puablinhed during 959 la listed at the end of thia report and

copfes at reprints or reports are attached -here avellable.
Thene investipat i one have been concerned ‘ with the exmmination of defeet • - .

production and tehavior as it may be obeerved by hich frequency ultrasonic 

attenuntion and velocity (modulus) changes in such materials as quarta 

silicon, germantum, alkali halidon (especinlly NaCl and KC1), nih purity 

alminum, and glass containin boron The irradstions used are cobalt 60 famma- 

ray irradiation and the reuctor irradiation obtained in the Brookhaven

Nmtional Laboratory grephite reactor

The irradiation of the alkal halides by co tn it 60 feu ■ -ray irradiation

ia dincusned in a separate report entitled "The Effect Of Cobeit 60 Canna-ray

Irradiation or utrasonc Attenuntion and Velocity in NaCl and IC1*. This

report descrbs work done in the poet as well as moat of the work done during

the current contract. In the pant year the main effort in this area of work

has been that of obtaining better measurements of the velocity changes con-

currently with the attenuation measurements during irradiation The improved 

velocity difference measurements were essentiml to showing whether or not

the ideas about the mechaniams involved were or were not correct. A des

criptian of the ultrescnic velocity measurement unit has been eu bn it ted for

publication. It has been established beyond any doubt that the effects are 

dislocation effects, and it seems that a number of the details of the asszmed
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nechaz a are also correct judging by the fact that there is quantitative

agreement between the model and the experimental results. With mu h improved 

instrumentaton and techniques it now remains to determine the mttenuetion

and velocity behavior under irradiation conditons at l1quid ntrogen tempere-

turee and below. Tin unde re tend 1 ne of the details of the effects observed le

obvlously a function of the quality, purity, etc. of the materials, and with

alkali halides there seen to be even more questions of this type to consider

than usual. It is quite probable that oxygen, OH ions, etc., say haw to be

considered as well as ennealing, temperature, deformation and so on. At

present efforts are being made to obtain high purity material frcm other

sources than those used thus far.

The details of an invstigation involving tie study of sodum chloride

ani potassium chloride durinz deformation and 4 MT lnr the recovery lmucdintel¥

folloving deformation are the subject of a report new in preparation. There

are sens surprsing results frcm this work. One of these results is that it

has been found that during recovery izmediately after def ormet lon the attenu- 

ation does not follow even approximntely s t~/ 3 law with time. These measure-

ments have been mede on many semples and ot a rang of temperstures between 

+100°c and -70°. The differencen between these results here and those of

Gordon and Novick ea discussed by Granato, Hikata and Lcke are larc and 

cannot be explained by errors of any reasonable sort. The measurements were 

•ado over the temperature range indicated in order to obtain an sct1vation 

energy for the point defects respensible for pinning during recovery - assuming 

of course a diffusion mechanem such as that used by Granato, et al. The 

activation enercy obtained by Granato, et al waa about 1 ev. The recent work 

yielda a value of 0.033 ev. There are c nunber of possible explanations of

this difference but it is difficult to understand why it is so larg. One

of the main features of the recent work la that the measurements are mad
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durina the process of deformation and immedistel thereafter - this was not 

the case in previous work. Another point is the fact that the earlier work

uns in th kilocycle range of frequencies and this work waa done in the mega

cycle range- it is gong to require none work to understand these differences

and son* of the work will have to be repeated under different condtons. Scan 

work has been done on the temperature dependence of the velorty or modulus

in the NaCl- Tide work is discussed in the report just mentioned-

Effesta SC Rengtor Irradintion JB Elastis Modul af Gernenivm

Studles of the effect of reactor irradiation on eermanum single crystals

by means of aeasurement of the temperature dependence of v in a 

before and after irradiation have shown the followinF effects.
q , of approximately 2 s 10 nvt produced a change in -1 fa

v dT

[1co direction 

Irradiation

(equivalent to

1 
C,n

de__ 11 ) of 1?*. This result was obtmined using four sanples originally

as nearly identical as possible. The JX- measurements were made using dT
various combinations of the unirradiated samples using combinations (after two 

samples were irradiated) of one irradiated nan pie against one unirradiated

sample. These measurements were made at 45 Mc/see with compressi onal waves.

These 
v

dv measurements were originally made to find out whether 
dT

or not thin type of measurement 1s a sensitve indicator of changes produced

by irradation- it has beccme of sore interest to determine the manner in 

which the irradiation produces these changes. The velocity change for con- 

parable irrediation has never exceedod about 1$ and while the absolute velocity 

changes on these particular samples ban not yet been measured, it is safe to

assume about a 1% increase in v for these circumstances. Consequently it is

seen that the change must be an increase in .. of approximately 1C - 125.

it will be necessary to measure the absolute values of v under the a—e set
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of cond: t tens as those under which —i— ..Stl is measured if dy is to be
v d? d?

determined and studied. The senmitivity of this method to small chnnges la

lerse but the accuracy and reproducibility la not what had been hoped for

The accuracy and re produci bl l1ty can certainly be greatly improved but 

vhether the effort should be expended la ths or other direct ions has not 

been decided.

"In at actor* Mossuromenta Pring Irradiation

A large amount of effort dur in* the past year has gone into the "in 

reactor* measurements of attenuation and vlocity during irradiaticn. A 

number of detailed technique problems had to be nettled by expriment- "In 
reactor "measurement a have been node in a fairly satinfactory uny on a high 

purity aluminum single crystal and an quarts. In the case of alknli halides 

the results to date indicate that demage effects would anneal out so rapidly 

at normal reactor temperatures that appreciable effect* ull act appear.

The attemunton change la aluminum at 58° in the reactor was a decrease

fro 0.4 db/p sec initially to 0.36 db/u see at the end of 47 hours of ir-
_ _ _ - gradiation - •pproximately a 205 decrease with a flux of about 1.7 x 101° nvt.

interpretation of the attenuation decrease in aluminum can be made on the 

basis of a dialocation pinnng behavior, but for real confirmation it will be 

necessary to have velocity measurements together with attenuntion mensurements

and at low temperstures ae wall. In addition it is desirable to have such

measurements over a frequency range .

The "in reactor" attenuation chanpes measured in quart* have been the 

acet successful thus far. The results of reactor irradistion of a sinrle
cry e tal of quarts have been obtained using a thick crystal cperating as ita om

transducer (and sample) at 60 Mc/sec. Thia eliminates the need for a trans

ducer to be attached externally and makes the messurements such easier and
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iuncut any question about bond effect. Unfortunately only piezcelectrc or 

magnetoetrictive materiels can be studied in this way. A plot of the results

of an ettenunti on-irrndi nti on run for quarts are shown. From this plot it is 

meen that for a period of slightly more than a minute the sttenust1on ves

constant , and between one end one and one-half minutes the attenuation began 

to decrense by approximately 105 as shown- After three to five minutes the

direction of the change reversed, and the attenuntion began to rse in a very

irregular way. After about twenty minutes, trouble with the autcmmatic attenu- 

at ion equijment stopped the data collection for aaea hours - When the equyment 

vns again operatng the attenuntion uas neremsng and continued te increase 

beyond the points shown.

Wille the interrupt on by the instrument trouble makes it necessary to

rerun thio experiment, the main features (early decrease in attenuation, the

reversal, and later Inerease in attenuation) should remain the mame. The early

decrense in attenuation was mcccmpenied by a small velocity increese of approxi-

metly O. If. The attenumton decrease of about 105 and the acccmpmnying velocity

increase of about 0.15 have the proper directions end magnitudes for a dis-

location effect. One might sab whether this early change could alee arise 

from hesting when the sea pie goes into the reactor . One carnot rule out the 

possibility of a tempernture offset, but the attenuation change does not have 

the characteristics of tempernture changes previously observed. The matter

will be checked by a separate temperature experiment, but this has not yet been 

done.

The increase in attenuation at the later stages of this experiment is 

mlmost certanly caueed by the incr*aas in ths nuber of regions of demage 

in the lattice. Before speculating further in this direction, however, it 

to necessary to repost these experiments at several temperatures, if possible.

to he Ip establish the mechanisms involved. Both velocity and attenuation
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measurements are needed as usual and can nowv ba made in a satisfactory vny

The autcmntie attenuation equpment vas desgned and built during the past year

or more to follow fatgue effects in solids over a long period of time; ob-

viously it is equally useful here. There are, naturally, plans to run a larg 

number of materials in the resctor in a manner sim lar to that of the quarts 

in many mmteraIs that haw been tried, such as sone of the alkali halides, 

the effects obeerved are rather mmall, apparently because the dmmae ar reals

out as fast as it is prouoed at temperatures in the reactor (L0°C to 70°C).

Lover temperature irradiation facilities are obviously essentia' here.

Additional Studien

Results of multiple scattering theory have been applied to the analysis 

of attenuation and velocity data in order to estimate the size of denape

re pt one produced in silicon single crystals by fast neutrone. A report of 

this word appears in PHYSICAI RVIEM for November 15. 1959- Further vrk 

has been done on the study of a layered sphere as a model tar a dmmers region;

the frequency and also dependence of the scatterng cross sect lee is being

studied numerically.

A report in which messurements of compressonal wave and shear wave

velocities along the -axis of 203 1s being prepared. The results check 

wall with data in the literature. These semples will be studied under 

irradiation.
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